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4. Device and Media Controls Standard
Disposal (Required)
Implementation specification: Implement policies and procedures to address the final disposition of electronic PHI,
and/or the hardware or electronic media on which it is stored.
What it means to your organization: Often organizations give
computers to their employees, schools, etc., once they have
depreciated and are no longer useful to the organization. Your
company must document how you will ensure that all electronic PHI is removed from the device or media when disposing of it. Be careful, because even deleting the files or
records does not remove them completely from the device;
often they can still be recovered.
Media re-use (Required)
Implementation specification: Implement procedures for
removal of electronic PHI from electronic media before the
media are made available for re-use.
What it means to your organization: This standard is very
similar to disposal, except for the fact that you are reallocating the media within your organization, and it may contain

electronic PHI that the new department should not have
access to. So again, you must implement procedures to
remove the electronic PHI before re-using the media.
Accountability (Addressable)
Implementation specification: Maintain a record of the
movements of hardware and electronic media and any person
responsible for them.
What it means to your organization: You must track removable media such as floppy disks, CD-ROMs, diskettes, hard
drives, and other media or hardware that contains electronic
PHI. This standard also includes tracking everything you
dispose of or re-use. The purpose is to prevent malicious
copying of electronic PHI that can be removed from your
organization as well as to track the rare instances that an
organization needs to put PHI on removable media to share
with an authorized person.
Data backup and storage (Addressable)
Implementation specification: Create a retrievable, exact
copy of electronic PHI, when needed, before movement of
equipment.
What it means to your organization: Think of this as a mini
disaster recovery plan in case the equipment is damaged
while moving. You need a backup of the electronic PHI that
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can be restored.
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In the next article, we will look at the technical safeguard standards
in detail and how each one will affect your O&P organization.
While all information in this article is believed to be correct at the
time of writing, this article is informational only and does not constitute the rendering of legal, financial, or other professional advice or
recommendations by Provaliant or individual members. If you
require legal advice, you should consult an attorney.
Jay Masci is the principal consultant of Provaliant, a company
providing IT consulting services, including HIPAA compliance and
customized training. Visit www.provaliant.com or contact Provaliant
at 480.952.0656.
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